SYSTEM OF TRANSLITERATION
in transliterating Arabic words into English, the inevitable
problem has arisen of adopting a system which would accurately
represent the nearest English equivalent of each Arabic letter
or diacritical mark and which would not, at the same time, con-
fuse the reader with unfamiliar words and place-names or with
a bewildering array of diacritical marks.
The writer, although not unmindful of the merits of other
systems, as for instance that followed by Professor D. S. Mar-
goliouth, of Oxford, has adopted the system employed by the
Royal Geographical Society1 although occasional lapses from
it may be discovered. This system, although perhaps not so
exact as others, has the advantage of employing single English
letters, without distinguishing diacritical marks, for the Arabic
letters of which the sounds seem to be duplications in most
European ears. Thus Dal (d) and Dad (^) are here repre-
sented by the English letter D, Zai (>) and Za (£) by Z, Ta
(ej) and Ta (L) by T, Sin (^,) and Sad (L/?) by S, and
Ha ( ) and Ha (*) by H, except that the 'silent' final Ha is
rendered as A or E.
'Ain (c) is represented by '.   Hamza Alif and Wasla Alif
when transliterated are rendered as *. The two sequences
Fat-ha Ya and Fat-ha Waw are treated as AI and All instead
of AY and AW, respectively. This is perhaps open to objections
since the two sequences are properly not diphthongs but com-
binations of a vowel and a consonant. The forms adopted by
the R.G.S. II system have been retained, however, in the
belief that AY and AW would result unnecessarily in un-
1 Gleichen, Major-General Lord Edward, and Reynolds, J. H., Alphabets of
Foreign Languages transcribed into English according to the R.G.S. II System
(1921)

